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Introduction 

IriiOg the 3 rrd c:f Fisheries meeting (Dec.- Jan., 1980~81)) a participation screen-' -- 

Ing convention Was developed to limit participation in the Cook Inlet subsistence _ 

fishery. The screening convention, per screen 1, of the Cook Inlet Management 

Plan, adopted by the board uses as a component, the number of individuals who have 

had four years or greater historic participation in this fishery. The Board of 

Fisheries requested the Commercial Fisheries Division and the. Subsistence Section 

to review Cook Inlet subsistence permit data (1971-1980), to determine number of 

individuals who have a permitted. history of participation, equal to or greater 

than 4 years. 

( Due to time restrictions, data format/input requirements and limited computer 

access, commercial fisheries subsistence permit data and corresponding analysis 

will not. be available for the Spring, 1981 meeting of the Board of Fisheries 

(Appendix,A). 

In lieu of "no presentation." of this specific data base from which to base 

management decisions, the Subsistence Section has on-line, i.e., in the compu- 

ter, results of its 1980 subsistence permittee survey. These data, it is felt, 

may provide a best estimate of the number of individuals having a four plus 

year history of participation in the Cook Inlet subsistence fishery. 



Methods 

During the 

user quest 

Inlet subs 

1980 season all permittees were requested to respond to a subsistence 
-- 

ionaire. (Appendix 6). Number of permits issued for the 1980 Cook 

istence fishery was 1,902 with 1691 (89.1%) questionaires completed. 

Questionaire results provide aninitial. data base from which development can be 

made of an appropriate algorithm to determine number of four plus year partici- 

pants. 

Survey variables 03, 04, 05 and 06 solicited from survey respondants the number 

of members in the household. Specifically, variable 03 (# in household) sought 

response to the question, "Including yourself, how many members are in your 

( 
household?" Variables.04, 05 and 06 sought response to, "Including yourself, 

.how many members of your household are, "less than 18 years old?"; “18 to 55 

years old?" and "more than 55 years old?", respectively. 

Summing the responses in variables 04, 05 and 06 should theoretically equal the 

response in variable 03, therefore, a basis for validation of overall survey re- 

sponse can he expressed in'the following mathematic relationship:'Evar fl4, 125, 

06) - var 03 = 0. 

This logical operator, if applied to the survey data, will then sort those cases . 

where:c(var 04, 05 and 06)-var 03 = 0. This subpopulation would then constitute 

the statistically validated data base for later expansion. 
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( In order to adjust for a change in permitting procedure from individual permit- 

ting (prior to 1980) to household permitting (1980) all statistically valid 

‘R'.:s were jralyz.Td to determine average household size, independant of age. 

This derived average was then used to adjust the algorithm to comply with per- 

mitting conventions for the years from 1971 thru 1979. Statistically valid 

cases would next be linearly expanded by the percent of survey cases to actual 

number of permits issued in 1980. 

After survey data was expanded for ail years from 1971-1980, a correlation ana- 

lysis and ?F"-test were- conducted to determine: 1.) statistical goodness .of 

fit between the expanded estimate of participation by year and the actual num- 

ber of permits issued by year and 2.) the statistical acceptance level at the 

( 
0.05 significance level (.95 confidence) and 3.) the confidence (95%) interval 

for the mean estimate of four plus years participation. 

Those cases that passed the test: (Select If: var 03 -Evar 04, 05, 06) = 0) 

were then sorted via: (Select If: number of years claimed in fi'shery 14) to 

determine the number of families surveyed who claimed to have four plus years 

of participation. These cases (families) were then expanded to the number 

permits issued in 1980. 

Result of this expansion for these selected cases provided a point estimate for 

th.e number of famil-ies who fished in 1980 and claimed four plus years of partic- 

ipation in the Cook Inlet fishery. The calculated confidence interval established 

in the correlation exercise was then applied to the expanded point estimate to .- 

. . determine the range at 95% confidence for four year plus participating families. 
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This range was then expanded by the calculated average family size to develop 

a statistically estimated range for individuals participating four plus years. 

The algorithm for this derivation is presented in Figure 1. 

Results 

Sorting the 1691 cases (questionaires) where: var 03 -avar 04, 04, 06) 2 0, 

resulted in 1460 cases fulfilling this requirement. 

These cases were then analyzed to determine the average number of individuals pe.r 

household. This was determined to be 3.36 individuals. Additional sort routines 

were performed on these data (1460 cases-) to determine the frequency of response 

( to the question, "How many years have you fished in the Cook Inlet subsistence 

fishery?". The resulting frequency distribution is presented as follows: 

-Number of years 
in Fishery 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8’9 10 

Number of Families 
Responding 1460 241 149 41 15 17 15 3 10 16 

Number of families responding by number of years claimed participation were then 

expanded by the percentage valid respondants to the total number of permits 

issued in 1980 and then multiplied by 3.36 (average household size) to adjust 

for the change in permitting conventions. The expansion operator is presented 

f 'I as follows: 



N = (survey cases) 

G 

. . 

;ELECT IF: ('/AR 03 - (VAR 04; 05, 06) = 0) em 

N .= 

I 

Compute Average Family Size 

Expand Survey Data to 1980 Cook Inlet Permits # 

Compare Calculated Participation 
with Actual # Permits; Determining 

Correlation and Confidence Interval 
@ 0.95% 

SELECT IF: # years claimed 2 4 

Expand to 1980 Permit Level 

N= dt Families clajming '4+ years participation 

I 
Expand by Average Household Size 

N= # Individua 1s claiming 4+ years participat ion 

Figure 1. Algorithm to estimate number of 4 + year participants in Cook 
Inlet subsistence fishery, Cook Inlet subsistence fishery 
survey, 1980 

. 

. 

-.__.. .- . . ._ 
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( 
A. # families responding by # years participation c!aimed 

x 3.36 x 1460 = adjusted survey population for years 1971-1979 
1902 

8. # families responding to 1 yr. claimedi 

x 1460 = 
1902 

adjusted survey population for 1980. 

Results of this expansion was aligned'by year and contrasted with numbers 

of actual permits issued for this fishery by year and are presented in 

Table 1. 

A correlation analysis of actual number of permits issued, with-calculated 

survey participation demonstrated a correlation coefficient (r) of 0.9497 

I (0.95)) where "r"' can range from "0" (no correlation) to '1" (perfect 

( 
correlation). The coefficient of determination (r') of 0.9019 (0.90) 

represents the approximate percent (90%) of variation in the correlation 

that is explained by the following regression formula: 

c1 

Y = 200.40 + 0.9788(x) 

where: x = adjusted participation 

A 
Y = calculated # permits 

An "F" test was applied at 95% confidence, to determine if the mathematic 

relationship needed statistical adjustment.. 

A calculated "F" value greater than 3.18 would indicate that at 95% confidence, 

the confidence interval would require adjustment. The calculated "F" value of 

1.54 indicates no additional adjustment is required of the derived interval 

estimate. 

. -- 

The minimum correlation coefficient (r) that could be accepted at 95% confidence 
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Discussion 

One key logical operator must be understood if assumpti 

accepted regarding the number of years claimed as parti 

Cook Inlet subsistence fishery.. 

The question posed in the questionaire as to number of years that the 

ons are to be 

cipation in the 

respondant participated in the fishery, did not articulate or identify 

which years participation .occured. This was simply-due to the infor- 

mational requirements desired in 1980 and could not forecast information 

demands of 1981. 

( Two scenarios are presented to clarify the logical operator which esti- . 

mates survey population by year. 

Table 2, the ffrst scenario, represents an 

a population (N=20) and its participation 

span of time (19!1-1980). It can be seen 

actual event model indicating 

n a fishery over a lo-year 

n Table 2 where families are 

labeled on the left vertical axis with participation indicated by year 

on the horizontal axis. The two right hand columns indicate, per family, 

whether they were surveyed in 1980 and the total number of years they have 

participated in the hypothetical fishery. 'Totaling the numbe'r of partici- 

pating families by year is expressed in the row labeled "Totals". 

Table 3 represents a conversion of Table 2 data as interpreted by the computer 

as a function of the question, "How many years have you fished?". In this 

latter'table, the right vertical axis represents a sorting of individuals 
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by their participation as represented in Table 2. It is noted that those 

individuals having a history of participation but did not particiapte in 

the 1980 sur\'zy and/or in the 1980 fishery were not accounted for in Table 3. a.- 

It can be noted in Table 4 wbere the total participation by year reprere- .- 

sented in Tables 2 and 3 are contrasted; 

The purpose of contrasting the two tabular results is to serve an example 

of how participation by year is estimated using the following assumptions: 

1) The likelihood of actual participation/non-participation for 

any year is a randomized occurance which assumes a normal dis- 
. 

tribution. 

2) On any given year, the probability of sampling new recruits 

(participants) to the fishery is proportional to the proba- 

bility of not sampling those who have had a previous history 

and did not participate in the fishery during the survey year. 

3) The proportionality of assumption #2 due to the randomized 

ante expressed in assumption #l will not vary between sampl 

years. 

occur- 

iv4 

If the foregoing assumptions are accepted as a logical operator in this 

exercise, then the estimated number of families who would claim 4 or 

greater number of years participation would approximate 124; when expanded 

to 1980 permit levels, would equal 162, ranging from 130-194. 
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This range expanded by the average number of 

would derive the estimated range of individua 

from 437 to 6!‘2. The comp'eted algorithm for 

sented in figure 2. 

individuals per household 

1 4t year participation 

this derivation is pre- 

Given the assumptions previously expressed, it can be stated that this 

modeling exercise can in no way account for individuals who have fished 

in the Cook Inlet subsistence fishery outside the "permitted" system, 

but attempts to account for those families (individuals) who have had 

at least one year of documented participation in this fishery during the 

period from 1971 to 1980, regardless of participation discontinuities. 



.- 

. : 

N- 1691 (survey cases) 

SELECT IF (VAR 03 - (VAR 04, 05, 06) = 0) 

G 
Nl = 1460 

Compute Average Familiy-Size (= 3.3) 

I 
Expand Survey Data to Cook Inlet Permits 

IF: Year = 1980: 3.3(x) 
0.7676 

IF: Year = 1980: (x) . 

I 0,7676 

-1 
Compare calculated participation 

with actual #permits: determine 

correlation and confidence interval @ 0.95 

SELECT IF: #years claimed-> 4 

N2 - = 124 (families) 

. Expand # of families to 1980 Permit level 

(N2/0.7676 = 162) 

k 
RANGE: 130-194 (families) 

# 

437-652 (individuals) 

Figure 2. Completed algorithm to estimate number of 4+ year participants 

in Cook Inlet subsistence fishery, Cook Inlet subsistence fish- 
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‘C This is an elaboration of .our phone conversation of Z-11-81.. I seem to ’ 

/ 

recall that the Board of Fisheries instructed the Department to examine 
permit data from prior years subsistence fishing in Cook Inlet to gene& 
ate an expected level of persons who might qualify for the proposed 
Option 1. You and I had briefly discussed the mechanics of entering the 
permit data on the U. of A. computer system so that the data could be 

< readily analyzed and manipulated so as to come up with projected permit 
levels and other useful information.. 

. I still support the concept-of building a computer file with these data, 
however, I now have a very pessimistic view of the prospects of accomp- 
lishing this prior to the March 20 Board meeting. The major problems 
are these: 

(a) The volume of permit data 1960-1980 is tremendous. 

. 

(b) The records are not suitable for rapid data entry. Formats are 
/r non-standard (i.e., different versions of permit forms have been 

used) and in many cases multiple pages are involved for a single 
permittee. 

i 
(c) Commercial fishery fish ticket entry is the priority activity for 

our single data entry clerk. 

(d) Access to the U. of A. system is frequently limited now by the 
number of Anchorage phone ports. 

(e) It will take considerable follow-up on this project to clean up the 
files and extract and summarize the data after entry is complete. 
No one from Subs,istence or Commercial Fisheries can apparently 
afford the time to do this. 

ec -e---e -m.. -- -- ._ ---._-__ 

It may be possible to clean up and enter the 1980 permit data before the 
Board meeting. The 1979 data were entered last sunnier. Those two 
pieces may be enough to generate some upper limit estimate of Option 1. 

. 

cc: Ron Stanek 
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Appendix B 

Plersa c=mplett the sorrzy tnd drop it in c-e tax Jmvided. 

Tiunk you: 

(P?ease da nat sign cfrts foy;;l) 

I. Yhac icwun or c%mwi ;'I da you 1 ive 1 n? 

2. How long hdve you lfved there! 

3. kloding yourral:, haw rmny me!nbers Jr? in your ;?ausanola? 

kludinq yourS?l?, how nany 1embcr5 ai your kouscna ld if? : 

Lzss Wan 18 y.ears aid? 
18 ye93 :u 33 par5 lid? 

. More ;kdn si year3 old? 

’ 4. How many qders of your irousenold 1~: (~ttr number of escS) 

c 

: *. E:-_lma:e yaw hausz.nald gross Mmdl inccne (Chck cne): 

;.f 1 Ja-3,oco 0. s10,201-15,0Ct 
53 201-i ,a0 

G.C ] flP,:OO and tocve 

c:c j f6,001-io,cca 5: 
515,001-!O,QCO 
SZO.COl -jO,GCO 

6. Yhdt se3r ;gpe da ;rau use? (check 3JPra~ridze bax):. 

A.[ ] Set gill net 9.( ] 3~rca seine C.C j Ockar(Spa=ify) 

7. How many year5 have yau 'ished I tne Cock Inle? jubsis;tnc: fishep? 
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Appendix 8 (cont.) 

IO. Cots rnyonc in rout- loGtc.lo!d 3osi&si 1 Irx:33 ?!lCT’j aemr.! 

YCS ‘10 

11. Old inyonc fn your :iousenola 3oszass i ct.mer:idl Pisa:.lq ;icr!m 
tn 1979 01 lgEO1 .- - 

:t. Old anyone in your houaenald possess 3 saar’. iishinq licsnsr 
!n 1979 or 198(1? 

Yes ,Yo It sa, ilcn zany? 

13. Goes anyone in yaw housrtiold operr:r 0r r,un a lfca~ad 
cmmercirl fishing vessel? 

mat vp!: seine< ] drift net{ ] ochet[ ] (farcite) 

IS. I,? you are d czumerciai ii rkefian m< ‘<erg jd!mao from your 

ec;rmtcidi CJ:C~ for subsis:zncf rue 
JO /au irer;? (sees me] 

, iaor7xi3atrl~:t nca a33y 

15 . Are ::ere beaches cwr55t!y sot in use. or no: Iydl :a usa 

chic:, would te qccd subs! S:P~CZ rd!ean si ;rr? 
Hare you ff s.ieo any 0i :hese in :>e Szsr? 
YhccI drz rriey? (Oescrije !oc3sion) 

Why de :ney cw-r?lc:y no: gsad? 



Table 1: Indicated (claimed) subsistence fishery participation in the Cook Inlet 

subsistence fishery, with number of actual permits and calculated 

participation by year, subsistence survey, Cook Inlet, 1980. 

Year 

1980 

1979 

1978 

1977 

1976 

1975 

1974 

1973 

1972 

1971 

A 

Indicated 

Participation. 

1460 

241, 

149 

41 

15 

17 

15 

3 

10 

16 

s C 

Actual Calculated 

f Permits Participation 

1902 1902 

1598 1054 

634 652 

280 179 

353 66 

406. 74 

256 66 

266 13 

165 44 

88 70 

Correlation of B * C: 

r = 0.95 r2 = 0.90 

Y = 200.40 + 0.97(x) 

Confidence (95%) Interval = x + S.D.(B.OS) = + 32 

J n 

" F" = 1.54 



CEdAe.2. 

TmAL 

Actual F&nt Scenario, subsistence fishery Participaticn, 1971-1980. 

!tEAF! (2 PAFU'ICIFATICW 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 &I 21 
, . . . t 

t X 11 -,w--. er 

S X 1 1 _ 

r X X 1 2- 

q X 1 

P X X X 13 

0 X X 12 

n x x x x .l 4 

m X k x 13 

1 X x x x 14 

k X X x- x 4 

j X 'X 'x X X 15 

i X' X X i3 

h X x x X X X X 17 

g .X X x- x x x 16 

f X X X X X X X X 18 

e X 1' 

a X X X X X X x 17 

C x x X X 4 

b x X x x x x X 'X .x 19 

a X X x .x. x x ,x *x x x. 1 10 . -4 

2 4 I 6 8 8 10 11 15 16 - - - - - 16 L 

J 1 Surveyed families 

4 Pctual # years fished 



*. Table 3. Claimed Event Scenario, rendered bv m-muter. subsistence fisherv 

TOTAL 

participation, 1971-1980 

YEAROF PAKrICIPATIcN 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 S - 11 jJ 
. . 

q 1 

k 4 

e 1 

C 4 

t X 11 

S X 11 

r X X 12 
. 

0 12 II X X I I L 1 

P X X X 13 

m - x x x 13 

i- 'X X x' 1 3 

n ! X X X X 14 

1 X X X X 14 

j X X X X X 15 

g X X X X X X 16 

h X X X X X X X 17 

d X x 'x X X X X 17 

f X X X X X X X X 18 

b X X X X X X X X X 19 

a X x x x x x X .x,.x Y 1 10 . ' 

1 2 2 5 a 7 9 12 - 14 - 16 - 1G - 

J : Surveyed families 

zl : Actual # years fished 



. Table 4. PctualEWntScemrio,ca-krasttig claimd event rendered by 
.* cmputer scenario. 

J ! l s : 

‘- 21 A : 

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

A 

. 
S 

I 

S 

A 

A 

S 

A A 

S 

A S 

A S 

A 

S 
1 

A S 

S * . . . b. \ : 

s-l ll 2 1 I 6 7 9 12 14 16 

dt ; 4 

-- - 

5 - - 5 ; 8 1; 11 15 16 - - -- - 

surveyed 

Actual 
. 


